Introduction
============

Systems biology aims to understand the structure and dynamic behavior of complex biological systems by modeling the components and their interactions at different functional levels.[@b1-ebo-8-2012-061],[@b2-ebo-8-2012-061] Such a comprehensive understanding requires the integration of large-scale experimental data with computational analyses and mathematical modeling approaches.[@b3-ebo-8-2012-061] In particular, successful systems biology will rely on our ability to integrate different types of multi-scale data across various levels of complexity,[@b4-ebo-8-2012-061] from individual molecules such as proteins, metabolites, etc. to cells, tissues, organisms or even ecosystems. These different levels are now being described by the large volumes of experimental data resulting from genomics technologies such as next-generation sequencing, transcriptomics, interactomics, etc. This high throughput data is characterized by a low signal-to- noise ratio and data mining and extraction of significant, pertinent knowledge are major challenges. In this context, the field of evolutionary systems biology aims to combine the modeling aspects of current systems biology with the long-standing quantitative experience in evolutionary genetics in order to uncover the general trends and principles underlying the evolution and function of complex biological networks.[@b5-ebo-8-2012-061],[@b6-ebo-8-2012-061]

Evolutionary based inference provides an incredibly powerful tool for comparing multiple sources of data, since features that are maintained in several organisms tend to be functionally important while variations or differences may indicate key innovations. Comparative studies of individual components, such as proteins, have been widely used and are generally based on multiple sequence alignments and the subsequent reconstruction of a phylogenetic tree. Evolutionary histories are then typically represented by mapping major events (duplications, speciations, gene loss, domain reorganization, etc.) onto the tree. Some recent work has applied these methodologies at the genome scale, for example to build the complete collections of gene phylogenies (phylomes) in the PhylomeDB database,[@b7-ebo-8-2012-061] or in the construction of the Chordate Proteome History Database (ioda.univ-provence.fr). At the level of protein networks or pathways, the reconstruction of the evolutionary histories is more complex, since the interactions between the different molecular components have to be taken into account and changes at one biological level often have consequences on the evolution of other levels.[@b8-ebo-8-2012-061]--[@b11-ebo-8-2012-061] Therefore, additional information concerning genome context, gene expression, molecular interactions, etc. is needed to successfully model the dynamic behavior of the system.

A number of groups have performed genome-scale studies aimed at investigating the potential correlations between variables characterizing different aspects of protein network functions and evolution.[@b12-ebo-8-2012-061]--[@b14-ebo-8-2012-061] For example, positive correlations were observed between gene essentiality, duplicability and protein connectivity, estimated by the number of interaction partners in the networks.[@b15-ebo-8-2012-061],[@b16-ebo-8-2012-061] Other recent studies have shown negative correlation between expression breadth, ie, the number of tissue types in which genes are expressed, and protein evolutionary rates.[@b17-ebo-8-2012-061] While these studies were limited to the correlations observed between two variables, others have attempted to compile more diverse sets of evolutionary variables. Thus, principal component analysis was used to investigate the relationships between seven genome-related variables, identifying three main axes reflecting a gene's "importance", "plasticity" and "adaptability".[@b18-ebo-8-2012-061] Waterhouse et al also examined the links between evolutionary and functional traits, by classifying metazoan orthologs as "essential" or "nonessential" and confronting these classes with various evolutionary variables.[@b19-ebo-8-2012-061] Although these studies have revealed several interesting trends, new standardized methodologies and tools are now needed that allow the integration of larger, more diverse sets of multilevel data and efficient, quantitative analyses at the genome scale. Similarly, despite some attempts to develop tools providing global overviews of complex evolutionary scenarios,[@b20-ebo-8-2012-061] original visualization tools will be required to facilitate rapid identification of specific behaviors.

Here we describe a novel formalism, called EvoluCode, or the Evolutionary barCode, which allows the integration of different data types in a unifying framework. Thus, a barcode is assigned to each component in a biological system and diverse evolutionary parameters from different biological levels can be incorporated, facilitating multi-scale evolutionary analyses. Visualization tools have also been developed to allow the human expert to view the barcodes and to identify interesting patterns in both low and high throughput studies. In order to evaluate the pertinence of the evolutionary barcodes and to test their ability to represent complex evolutionary histories, we constructed evolutionary barcodes for the complete proteomes of 17 vertebrate species. In this context, we incorporated a number of different evolutionary variables, including primary sequence data, genome neighborhood and evolutionary conservation, but the barcode formalism can be easily extended to incorporate other variables representing different biological features. At this stage, the values of the barcode parameters are normalized to allow quantitative analyses and automatic comparisons, using standard data mining techniques such as clustering or classification. We show that, in addition to highlighting general evolutionary trends, the barcodes facilitate the identification of specific evolutionary histories, such as strict conservations or significant gene family expansions. Two genome-scale analyses were then performed. First, by mapping the protein barcodes onto the human genome and visualizing the results in our barcode visualization tool, we were able to identify a number of previously described chromosome gene clusters. Second, automatic barcode clustering and functional enrichment analysis allowed us to identify specific sets of proteins that have experienced similar evolutionary histories. In a more detailed study, automatic clustering of multi-pass membrane proteins highlighted a number of particular evolutionary trends that are inherent to these protein families. Finally, as a proof of concept we demonstrate the potential of our evolutionary barcodes for biological pathway analysis. All data described in this publication are available online at: <http://lbgi.igbmc.fr/barcodes>.

Material and Methods
====================

Protein test set
----------------

A reference set of human proteins was retrieved from the Human Protein Initiative (HPI) project.[@b21-ebo-8-2012-061] This project defined a master human proteome set, according to the quality standards set by the UniprotKB/Swiss- Prot[@b22-ebo-8-2012-061] databases, resulting in a total of 19778 human reference protein sequences (with 1 protein reference per coding gene). We created our own database of vertebrate proteomes, by selecting an additional 16 vertebrate species that best represent major vertebrate phyla, ie, fish, batracia, sauropsida and mammals (species list in [supplementary Table 1](#s1-ebo-8-2012-061){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The complete proteomes for these organisms were downloaded from Ensembl (version 51),[@b23-ebo-8-2012-061] to create a local database with more than 500,000 sequences. Each human protein was then used as a query for a BlastP[@b24-ebo-8-2012-061] search in this local protein sequence database.

Multiple sequence alignment construction
----------------------------------------

For each human reference sequence, a modified version of the PipeAlign[@b25-ebo-8-2012-061] protein analysis pipeline was used to construct a MACS (Multiple Alignment of Complete Sequences) for all sequences detected by the BlastP search with E \<10--3 (maximum sequences = 500). PipeAlign integrates several steps, including post-processing of the BlastP results, construction of a MACS with DbClustal,[@b26-ebo-8-2012-061] verification of the MACS with RASCAL[@b27-ebo-8-2012-061] and removal of unrelated sequences with LEON.[@b28-ebo-8-2012-061] In this modified version, DbClustal was replaced by the MAFFT program,[@b29-ebo-8-2012-061] since the computational speed of MAFFT is better suited to high throughput projects. The MACS obtained from this pipeline were then annotated with structural and functional information thanks to MACSIMS,[@b30-ebo-8-2012-061] an information management system that combines knowledge-based methods with complementary ab initio sequence-based predictions. MACSIMS integrates several types of data in the alignment, in particular Gene Ontology annotations,[@b31-ebo-8-2012-061] functional annotations and keywords from Swissprot, and functional/structural domains from the Pfam database.[@b32-ebo-8-2012-061]

Local genome neighborhood conservation
--------------------------------------

The chromosomal localization of all genes coding for the protein sequences was obtained from Ensembl. Locally developed software was used to identify conserved local synteny between the human genome and each of the 16 other vertebrate genomes. To achieve this, the chromosomes in each genome are represented as a linear sequence of genes. For each human reference sequence, the local syntenic homolog HREF was defined at position i on the human genome and its upstream and downstream neighbors (HREF−1 and HREF+1 respectively) were identified. For each of the 16 vertebrate genomes, the sequences with the highest similarity to HREF−1 and HREF+1 were selected from the MSA, and denoted Vn_Sim−1 and Vn_Sim+1 respectively, where Vn refers to one of the 16 vertebrate genomes. A local synteny homolog, exists for HREF and genome Vn if:

i.  homologs were found in Vn for HREF−1 and HREF+1,

ii. the separation between the highest similarity homologs, denoted Vn_Sim−1 and Vn_Sim+1, on the genome was less than 5 genes,

iii. a homolog of HREF was found on the genome between Vn_Sim−1 and Vn_Sim+1.

The homolog of HREF localized between Vn_Sim−1 and Vn_Sim+1 with the highest similarity to the human reference sequence was then defined as the syntenic homolog. Genes with ambiguous genomic locations, such as scaffolds etc, were discarded since the synteny relationship could not be reliably established. In addition, local or tandem duplications were excluded since the genome contexts of the two gene copies were similar.

Orthology data
--------------

Orthologs are homologous genes that diverged from a single ancestral gene in their most recent common ancestor via a speciation event, whereas paralogs are homologs resulting from gene duplications.[@b33-ebo-8-2012-061] Paralogs are considered as "inparalogs" when they are produced by duplication(s) subsequent to a given speciation event. In this context, several inparalogs of a given species (recently duplicated genes) are "co-orthologs" relative to the non-duplicated ortholog of a second species.

Orthologous relationships were generated with the OrthoInspector software.[@b34-ebo-8-2012-061] Orthology inference is based on a blast all- vs. -all generated with a 10-9 Expect value threshold. Each human reference sequence was used as a query to retrieve human inparalogs and coorthologs in each of the 16 vertebrate organisms.

Barcode construction for the human proteome
-------------------------------------------

Evolutionary barcodes were constructed for all human reference proteins. Each barcode includes a number of different evolutionary parameters that were extracted from the annotated multiple alignments, synteny analysis and orthology data described above ([Fig. 1A](#f1-ebo-8-2012-061){ref-type="fig"}). For each of the vertebrate organisms included in this work, the most closely related homolog (based on percent residue identity) was identified in the MACS and seven parameters were extracted:

-   *length*: the length of the vertebrate sequence.

-   *length_difference*: the difference in length between the human reference protein and the vertebrate sequence. This parameter may indicate potential genetic events, such as exon/domain gains or losses, but may also highlight protein fragments or sequence prediction errors.

-   *no_of_regions*: the number of conserved regions defined by MACSIMS and shared between the human reference protein and the vertebrate sequence.

-   *sequence_identity*: the percent residue identity shared between the human reference protein and the vertebrate sequence.

-   *no_of_domains*: the number of known protein domains in the vertebrate sequence. These domains are based on annotations from the Pfam database.

-   *domain_conservation*: a qualitative parameter indicating changes in the domain structure of the vertebrate sequence compared to the human reference protein. This parameter identifies an unchanged domain organization, domain gains, domain losses or domain shuffling.

-   *hydrophilicity*: the average hydrophilicity of the vertebrate sequence.

Two parameters, representing orthology/paralogy data were also extracted from the OrthoInspector database:

-   *inparalog*: the number of human inparalogs with respect to the specific vertebrate organism. This parameter represents the recent duplicability of a human gene compared to the other species.

-   *co-ortholog*: the number of co-orthologs in the specific vertebrate species with respect to human. This parameter indicates the number of gene duplications in the non human lineage.

Finally, a parameter representing the genome neighborhood between the human and each vertebrate species was calculated:

-   *synteny*: categorical parameter with 3 values: (i) synteny on both sides of the gene, (ii) synteny either downstream or upstream of the gene (iii) no synteny.

All these evolutionary parameters were then organized in a 2D matrix, which we will refer to as the "2D-barcode" ([Fig. 1B](#f1-ebo-8-2012-061){ref-type="fig"}). Each row of the 2D-barcode represents one parameter (denoted A, B ... to N). Each column of the 2D-barcode represents one species (denoted 1, 2 ... n) and the intersection between rows and columns corresponds to the value or the state of one specific parameter, in one particular species.

To facilitate visualization of the 2D-barcode, a color is assigned to each matrix cell representing typical or atypical parameter values ([Fig. 1B](#f1-ebo-8-2012-061){ref-type="fig"}). To do this, the distribution of each parameter in each organism is first described by the sample percentiles, using the Emerson-Strenio formulas[@b35-ebo-8-2012-061] implemented in the R software. These nonparametric statistics are used to avoid bias due to non-Gaussian distributions of some of the parameters. The Emerson median, whiskers and hinges are then used to define three intervals that are assigned color gradients. The first interval (IT1) is assigned a blue-to-green gradient and represents values that are lower than what is generally observed for a specific parameter in a specific organism:
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The second interval IT2 (green color) represents values that correspond to what is generally observed for a specific parameter in a specific organism.
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The third interval (IT3) is assigned a green-to-red gradient and represents values that are higher than what is generally observed for a specific parameter in a specific organism.
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Finally, the 2D-barcodes are reduced to a single dimension ([Fig. 1C](#f1-ebo-8-2012-061){ref-type="fig"}), called the 1D-barcode. The 1D-barcode is a simple vector representing the "average" state of each evolutionary parameter for the complete set of vertebrate species considered and is designed to facilitate inter barcode comparisons and clustering. The 1D-barcode values are produced by calculating phylum-weighted means: (i) for each parameter, a mean is calculated for 4 phyla: mammals, sauropsida, amphibians and teleostei, (ii) these phylum means are used to calculate a new mean that is the final value for a specific parameter of the 1D-barcode. As in the 2D-barcode, a color is assigned to each 1D- barcode parameter value based on the sample percentiles, for visualization purposes. However, in contrast to the 2D-barcodes, these percentiles are not organism related. They are based on the phylum weighted mean parameter values from the complete set of 1D-barcodes.

Barcode clustering and GO enrichment analysis
---------------------------------------------

The complete set of 1D-barcodes representing the human proteome were used for the clustering analysis, although barcodes with missing values were removed from the test set, leaving a total of 19465 barcodes. Each 1D-barcode was represented by a vector of real values, *X* =*(x*~1~*,x*~2~*,...x~n~)* and the distance, *d(X,Y)* between two barcodes was defined as:
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The distance between each pair of barcodes was calculated and the complete pairwise distance matrix as used as input to a clustering program that implements an improved Potts clustering model.[@b36-ebo-8-2012-061] The Potts clustering approach, also known as super-paramagnetic clustering, is based on the physical behavior of an inhomogeneous ferromagnet.[@b37-ebo-8-2012-061] No assumptions are made about the underlying distribution of the data. Briefly, a Potts spin variable is assigned to each data point and short range interactions between neighboring points are introduced. Spin-spin correlations are measured by a Monte Carlo procedure and are used to partition the data points into clusters.

The GoMiner software[@b38-ebo-8-2012-061] was then used to analyze the GO enrichment of the resulting barcode clusters. The complete set of human reference sequences was used as a background gene list. As stated by the GoMiner authors, the calculated *P*-values should be considered as heuristic measures, useful as indicators of possible statistical significance, rather than as the results of formal inference. The *P*-values can be used, for example, to sort categories to identify those of the most potential interest. In this work, a cluster was considered to be enriched in a GO term if the associated *P*-value was \<0.05, the recommended value for high-throughput GoMiner. We then sorted the clusters according to their mean *P*-values and selected several top ranking clusters for further manual analysis.

Barcode website
---------------

All the data presented in this publication are available online at the following address: <http://lbgi.igbmc.fr/barcodes>. The website interface allows the user to browse all the human barcodes, as well as the annotated multiple alignments corresponding to each barcode. Barcodes can be selected by textual searches with Uniprot and Ensembl identifiers or by uploading a Fasta sequence followed by a BlastP search. The results of two high throughput analyses are also available: the mapping of all the 1D-barcodes on the human chromosomes and the clustering of the 1D-barcodes generated by the Potts model.

Results and Discussion
======================

Design of the barcode
---------------------

The objective of the EvoluCode evolutionary barcode is to integrate heterogeneous biological data from different biological levels in order to highlight new evolutionary patterns or scenarios that could not be detected using only one kind of data (genomic context data, sequence data, expression data ...). In this study, we applied the barcode formalism to the human proteome to study vertebrate evolution. This barcode (described in detail below) includes data from 17 vertebrate species and 10 evolutionary parameters, representing different biological levels, from the genomic level (synteny) to the clade level (number of co-orthologs). Nevertheless, the barcode can theoretically be of any dimension N × n, with a parameter and species composition depending on the objectives or evolutionary scale (eg, primates, vertebrates, eukaryotes...) of the study.

The barcode combines both continuous parameters, such as sequence conservation or hydrophobicity, and discontinuous parameters, such as local synteny conservation or domain organization. Since the different parameters have very heterogeneous distributions (multi-modal, exponential, normal distribution...) they cannot be described using a single statistical model. We therefore developed a methodology to normalize the values of any given parameter using simple percentile statistics, which are suitable for any kind of parameter distribution. For visualization purposes, the normalized parameters are color-coded to highlight values that are inferior or superior to what is generally observed in a given species.

In order to summarize the diverse data inherent to the 2D-barcode approach, each barcode can also be represented in 1D. The 1D-barcode is thus a vector of continuous values representing the phylum-weighted average state of each evolutionary parameter. In the case of the human proteome barcodes, the 1D- barcode represents the average values observed during the vertebrate evolutionary history. As in the 2D- barcode, the parameters are color-coded to highlight the "expectedness" of a particular value.

Representation of complex evolutionary histories: the human proteome
--------------------------------------------------------------------

To demonstrate the applicability of the EvoluCode formalism, we constructed barcodes to represent the evolutionary histories of the complete human proteome since the appearance of the vertebrates. Thus, for 19778 human genes, a representative reference protein was selected and homologs were identified in 16 complete genomes of vertebrate organisms (see Material and Methods). We then constructed 19778 multiple sequence alignments that were annotated with known structural and functional information. In addition, we estimated the synteny between the 19778 human genes and the 16 vertebrate genomes. Finally, orthologous relationships between human and the 16 vertebrates were inferred. Based on these data, we extracted various evolutionary parameters, representing primary sequence characteristics, domain organization, phylogenetic distribution and genome neighborhood conservation. These parameters were then integrated to form an evolutionary barcode representing each human reference protein. Some typical examples of barcodes, representing genes with heterogeneous and complex evolutionary histories, are shown in [Figure 2](#f2-ebo-8-2012-061){ref-type="fig"} and described in detail below.

The first example ([Fig. 2A](#f2-ebo-8-2012-061){ref-type="fig"}) corresponds to the glucagon receptor (reference protein GLR_HUMAN). This receptor is essential for blood glucose level regulation, an essential function for all vascular animals.[@b39-ebo-8-2012-061] For all parameters; the 2D-barcode displays homogenous states over all vertebrates, implying that relatively few genetic events have affected this gene during vertebrate evolution.

The second example ([Fig. 2B](#f2-ebo-8-2012-061){ref-type="fig"}) corresponds to the barcode of a gene integrated from an endogenous retrovirus (reference protein POK12_HUMAN). In our barcode construction procedure, the human gene was associated with genes from the other vertebrate species that have also integrated endogenous retrovirus genes, characterized by specific sequence motifs. Consequently, the phylogenetic distribution of this barcode is dispersed. Moreover, these genes generally produce polyprotein products, explaining the heterogeneity observed for the number of domains and the fact that these sequences are not detected as orthologs.

The third example ([Fig. 2C](#f2-ebo-8-2012-061){ref-type="fig"}) represents a gene specific to the rodent and primate lineages (reference protein DPPA3_HUMAN). This gene appeared recently in the mammalian lineage and was previously characterized as playing a role in developmental cell pluripotency and in adult sexual organs.[@b40-ebo-8-2012-061] The protein product of this gene has several unusual characteristics. Despite its recent evolutionary history, it has very low sequence conservation, with 78% percent identity between human and macaque and only 37% between human and mouse. This is supported by heterogeneous hydrophobicity scores in the different species. Such rapid divergence for reproductive proteins is a well-known phenomena.[@b41-ebo-8-2012-061]

The last example ([Fig. 2D](#f2-ebo-8-2012-061){ref-type="fig"}) illustrates the ability of our multi-level barcode approach to highlight a potential genetic event. The 'Pogo transposable element with ZNF domain' gene (reference protein POGZ_HUMAN) is involved in kinetochore assembly.[@b42-ebo-8-2012-061] The genetic event highlighted by the 2D- barcode occurred just after the separation of the theria and prototheria lineages. Two different blocks can be distinguished in the 2D-barcode of POGZ_HUMAN. The first block includes all theria and for these species, the gene is characterized by long sequences with conserved synteny and one ortholog in each species. The second block is less homogeneous, characterized by shorter sequences with fewer domains and low percent identities compared to human. The barcode thus suggests a potential domain gain for this gene in the marsupial and placental mammal lineages. This genetic event is particularly interesting because it occurred in a gene implicated in a fundamental process (mitosis) but indicates recent mammalian innovation in this process.[@b42-ebo-8-2012-061]

These examples illustrate the wide range of information that can be extracted using the barcode formalism. By visualizing the evolutionary histories of the different proteins in the form of 2D-barcodes, general evolutionary trends can be observed and specific evolutionary events such as genetic events can be easily identified. The following sections will describe some large-scale analyses of the complete set of barcodes representing the evolutionary histories of the human proteome.

Large scale visualization of evolutionary barcodes
--------------------------------------------------

Although the 2D-barcode is a useful tool for visualizing the evolutionary histories of a small number of genes, it is too complex for large-scale visualization. To address this issue, we designed a 1 dimensional version of the evolutionary barcode, called the 1D-barcode. To estimate whether these 1D-barcodes can usefully represent global evolutionary histories, we mapped the human proteome 1D-barcodes to the 24 human chromosomes, resulting in a barcode map of the complete genome.

The visual inspection of this map allowed us to distinguish several previously published gene clusters. One example is the case of the keratin I and keratin II gene clusters. Early chordates had one keratin I gene and one keratin II gene.[@b43-ebo-8-2012-061] During vertebrate evolution, these genes evolved to form gene clusters with evidence of cluster expansion from amphibia and birds to mammals.[@b44-ebo-8-2012-061] A second gene family appeared during mammalian evolution and separates the type I KR chromosomal cluster in two parts. This family contains keratin associated proteins (KRAP) and represents one of the major components of hair, playing essential roles in the formation of rigid and resistant hair shafts.[@b45-ebo-8-2012-061] [Figure 3](#f3-ebo-8-2012-061){ref-type="fig"} shows the consecutive 1D-barcodes corresponding to the human type I keratin (KR) cluster and highlights different evolutionary histories. The older KRs are the cytokeratins, which are present in the amphibian and bird KR clusters. The number of human inparalogs and the number of co-orthologs in other species have higher values (shown in red) for these cytokeratins compared to the values observed in other human genes. In particular, the number of human inparalogs is relatively high compared to the other vertebrate species, indicating that numerous duplications occurred after the cytokeratin duplications in early vertebrates. Interestingly, the values of these parameters are much lower for hair KR and inner root sheath KR, implying that these genes duplicated more recently. The KRAP cluster splitting the keratin cluster in two parts has very different barcode profiles. The unusual values of the corresponding 1D-barcodes suggest original evolutionary histories. Indeed, the values of the synteny, inparalog, co-ortholog and sequence conservation parameters are low, indicating a gene family that appeared recently with high variability between the species. In fact, these genes are specific to mammals and have evolved and diverged rapidly.[@b45-ebo-8-2012-061] Thus, this example illustrates the ability of the 1D-barcodes to identify local chromosomal regions that have experienced similar evolutionary histories. Such an approach could be used in the future to identify other chromosomal features, for example evolutionary breakpoints.[@b46-ebo-8-2012-061]

Genome-level clustering of evolutionary histories
-------------------------------------------------

The goal of this analysis was to identify subsets of genes in the full set of 19778 human genes that share similar barcodes, ie, similar evolutionary histories. To achieve this, we defined a Euclidean distance metric between any two barcodes based on the phylum-weighted mean values of each evolutionary parameter in the 1D-barcode. Since no a priori assumptions can be made about the statistical models underlying the parameter value distributions, we used a clustering algorithm based on nonparametric techniques: the Potts clustering model, also known as super-paramagnetic clustering. The Potts model was first developed for physical systems,[@b47-ebo-8-2012-061] then recently adapted for clustering purposes in neuroscience and bioinformatics.[@b48-ebo-8-2012-061]--[@b52-ebo-8-2012-061] The advantage of this technique is that the user does not need to specify the number of clusters required, because this number is estimated in a probabilistic framework. In particular, we used an improved version of this clustering technique called Conditional-Potts Clustering Model.[@b53-ebo-8-2012-061] This model is based on an improved Potts clustering model[@b37-ebo-8-2012-061] with an additional prior estimation of the most suitable parameters for an efficient clustering. Using the Potts clustering model, 303 clusters were generated with a maximum cluster size of 380 proteins.

To investigate the potential functional significance of these barcode clusters, we performed a GO enrichment analysis of the 303 generated clusters using the GoMiner software.[@b38-ebo-8-2012-061] [Figure 4](#f4-ebo-8-2012-061){ref-type="fig"} shows the distribution of the mean enrichment *P*-values obtained by considering all GO terms with a *P*-value \<0.05 (the lower the P-value, the better the enrichment). Most clusters are enriched in at least one GO term, with 75% of the clusters having mean *P*-values \<0.025 and 98% of the clusters having mean *P*-values \<0.03. Several examples of the most enriched clusters are described in [Table 1](#t1-ebo-8-2012-061){ref-type="table"} and some of these clusters are clearly related to specific gene families. One striking example is the cluster 15, which groups numerous olfactory receptors. The family of olfactory receptors experienced a vast expansion during the chordate evolution, with the number of olfactory receptors ranging from a dozen in fishes to over a thousand in rodents.[@b54-ebo-8-2012-061] Moreover, pseudogenization and decline of olfactory functions has occurred in some lineages and it is thought that half of all primate receptor genes may be pseudogenes.[@b55-ebo-8-2012-061] The evolutionary history of this family is characterized by barcodes with high hydrophobicity scores, high domain conservation and a variable number of co-orthologs in mammalian species. Interestingly, some keratin-associated proteins, implicated in hair development were clustered together with the olfactory receptors, possibly reflecting their similar, recent expansion during mammalian evolution. Other enriched clusters correspond to highly conserved systems in vertebrates. For example, cluster 46 is enriched in genes linked to the mitochondrial respiratory chain. Similarly, clusters 67 and 153 are enriched in genes linked to translation and mRNA splicing respectively. Interestingly, the barcodes associated with these two clusters are mainly differentiated by the synteny conservation. The synteny tends to be conserved for genes linked to mRNA splicing complexes, but not for the genes involved in translation.

In this example analysis, we have studied the functional significance of the barcode clusters, based on GO term enrichment. In the future, we also plan to investigate the correlations between the barcode clusters and other functional data, including gene expression profiles, interactomic data and biological networks.

Multi-dimensional analysis highlights new evolutionary trends
-------------------------------------------------------------

To further illustrate the power of the multi-level barcode analyses, we analyzed the barcodes corresponding to multi-pass membrane proteins. These proteins have strong physico-chemical constraints with a predominant conservation of hydrophobic residues in their alpha helix compared to soluble proteins.[@b56-ebo-8-2012-061] We extracted from our sequence dataset, the 2674 human proteins that are annotated as "Multi-pass membrane protein" in Uniprot (Uniprot search engine keywords: "location: SL-9909"). In this protein subset study, we wanted to investigate in more detail the contributions of each of the individual parameters to the clustering process. We therefore performed a Multiple Correspondence Analysis (MCA) clustering of the 1D-barcodes, using the FactoMineR R package.[@b57-ebo-8-2012-061] This package provides visualization tools to display the clustering results. In particular, we can clearly illustrate the correlations between the barcode parameters and the inferred barcode clusters.

Using the 2674 "multi-pass membrane protein" barcodes, the MCA clustering produced 4 barcode clusters, as shown in [Figure 5](#f5-ebo-8-2012-061){ref-type="fig"}. The first axis represents parameters linked to the evolutionary history, while the second axis is linked to sequence characteristics. Details of the cluster compositions are provided in [supplementary Table 2](#s2-ebo-8-2012-061){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. All 4 clusters contain similar numbers of barcodes, respectively: 30.3%, 23.7%, 26.6% and 19.4%. Clusters 1, 3 and 4 correspond to three different barcode profiles and are described in detail below. Cluster 2 contains barcodes that are intermediates between clusters 1, 3 and 6.

-   Cluster 1 (black) contains 30% of the 2674 integral membrane proteins and corresponds to proteins with short sequences and low hydrophilicity. From an evolutionary point of view, they are less well conserved, with early mammals, sauropsida and fish often sharing as little as 50% sequence identity. Their phylogenetic distribution is very heterogeneous, with gene gains and losses in many phyla, represented by a wide range of values for the inparalog and co-ortholog parameters. A large proportion (55%) of this cluster is composed of G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs), mainly olfactory and taste receptors.

-   Cluster 3 (green) contains 27% of the proteins and is the most homogeneous cluster. It groups barcodes with the number of domains of conserved regions, conserved synteny in most mammals and a single ortholog in most vertebrate species. Thus, the cluster corresponds mainly to genes that are highly conserved in vertebrates with fewer genetic events compared to other multi-pass membrane proteins. To investigate the potential functional significance of this cluster, we mapped the corresponding genes to the KEGG pathway database.[@b58-ebo-8-2012-061] This analysis linked 41% of the 293 mapped proteins to basal metabolic processes and neural processes (eg, hsa01100-Metabolic systems, hsa04080- Neuroactive ligand-receptor interaction).

-   Cluster 4 (blue) contains 19% of the proteins and represents a wider distribution of barcodes. It contains average to long sequences, with numerous conserved regions. The associated proteins are not necessarily conserved in vertebrates (heterogeneous sequence identity between barcodes in the cluster), but generally have lower hydrophobicity than the other multi-pass membrane proteins. In fact, the cluster contains many proteins with multiple intra/extracellular regions, which are more conserved and hydrophilic than the hydrophobic α-helix transmembrane regions. Interestingly, 29% of cluster 4 proteins map to KEGG pathways involved in secretion processes (eg, hsa04724- Glutamatergic synapse; hsa04972-Pancreatic secretion; hsa04976-Bile secretion; hsa04970- Salivary secretion; hsa02010-ABC transporters).

This in-depth analysis of the barcodes corresponding to multi-pass membrane proteins identified important evolutionary trends and their correlations with protein function. For example, the proteins in cluster 3 have evolved little during vertebrate evolution and are mostly involved in essential processes, such as metabolic or neural processes. In contrast, cluster 1 highlights a subset of integral membrane protein families, such as GPCRs, that have experienced more genetic events. Interestingly, such behavior seems to be correlated with shorter, more hydrophobic sequences containing few intra/extracellular regions. Thus, membrane proteins that have fewer extramembrane regions are observed to be more divergent. This seems to contradict previous studies indicating that the transmembrane regions of membrane proteins are highly constrained and diverge at slower rates than the extramembrane regions.[@b56-ebo-8-2012-061]

EvoluCode in systems biology: a proof of concept
------------------------------------------------

Systems biology aims to analyze genes and proteins in the context of their biological networks. As a proof of concept, we mapped our evolutionary barcodes to the KEGG pathway corresponding to the cysteine and methionine metabolism (hsa00270), in order to identify branches or 'hot spots' having particular evolutionary behaviors. [Figure 6](#f6-ebo-8-2012-061){ref-type="fig"} shows the human methionine salvage sub-pathway, involving 13 human proteins. This sub-pathway is found in many phyla, such as plants, fungi, mammals, and bacteria (for a review, see [@b59-ebo-8-2012-061]). We then calculated a normalized Euclidean distance between each pair of barcodes and constructed a neighbor-joining tree from the resulting distance matrix ([Fig. 6A](#f6-ebo-8-2012-061){ref-type="fig"}). This distance between barcodes represents the differences between the corresponding protein evolutionary histories and takes into account, not only sequence similarity, but also other factors, such as domain conservation, gene duplicability and genome context. In the context of the methionine salvage pathway, two barcodes corresponding to the *adi*1 and *il*4*i*1 genes are relatively distant compared to the other barcodes of this metabolic pathway.

First, the ADI1 protein (MTND_HUMAN) is an acireductone dioxygenase. Depending on the ion used as a cofactor, Fe2+ or Ni2+, this enzyme performs different reactions, introducing an "off-pathway" branching.[@b59-ebo-8-2012-061] Its barcode demonstrates very high hydrophilicity and short sequences for all species, but a variable number of conserved regions and an additional domain in the fish lineage. Interestingly, this enzyme is also implicated in several other processes: the compound produced by this enzyme can cause apoptosis[@b60-ebo-8-2012-061] and the *adi*1 gene has been implicated in prostate cancers.[@b61-ebo-8-2012-061] Thus, it not only generates a new branch in the methionine salvage pathway, but it is also involved in other pathways. These interactions can lead to different evolutionary constraints compared to the other genes implicated in the "canonical" methionine salvage pathway, which might explain its position as an outlier in this analysis.

Second, the IL4I1 protein (OXLA_HUMAN) is an L-amino acid oxidase (LAO). Despite its presence in the KEGG methionine salvage pathway, this protein is mainly expressed in immune defenses of vertebrates and mollusks, in particular in immune system cells and B-cell lymphomas.[@b62-ebo-8-2012-061] As IL4I1 is not directly implicated in the basal metabolic processes, it is not surprising that the corresponding barcode is seen as an outlier. Moreover, a recent study have shown that the LAO families have undergone repeated duplications and deletions.[@b63-ebo-8-2012-061] This study supported the hypothesis that IL4I1 and the ancestor of LAO1 and LAO2 arose from an ancient duplication prior to the origin of tetrapods and that IL4I1 was lost in many non-mammalian tetrapods, whereas LAO1 and LAO2 were lost in mouse and human. This evolutionary pattern is in fact characteristic of many families involved in vertebrate immune processes.[@b64-ebo-8-2012-061]

The mapping of the barcodes on the methionine salvage sub-pathway demonstrates their ability to highlight unusual evolutionary patterns, not only related to genomic data, but also to concepts such as centrality in networks or patterns of expression. Interestingly, both outlier barcodes are located in non linear parts of the pathway. Such correlation might indicate different evolutionary constraints for multi-connected pathway nodes. However, this hypothesis will require further investigation. In particular, the identification of such patterns currently requires human expert analysis. Further developments will be needed to automate the process, involving high throughput comparison of the evolutionary barcodes with network and expression data, as well as rigorous mathematical analyses to identify breakpoints and barcode outliers.

Conclusions and Perspectives
============================

The EvoluCode barcode formalism is a powerful tool for the visualization and quantitative analysis of complex evolutionary histories in high throughput studies. Three major advantages are: (i) diverse parameters from different biological levels can be combined in a unifying framework, (ii) the parameter set can be easily modified, facilitating the construction of different barcodes for different purposes, (iii) the parameter values are normalized based on their specific distributions to allow direct comparisons within and between barcodes and to facilitate the rapid identification of typical/atypical values by the user.

We have constructed barcodes representing the evolutionary histories of the complete human proteome. The analysis was restricted to the vertebrate evolutionary scale to ensure the production of high quality multiple alignments, from which several barcode parameters are extracted. Although in principle, the barcode could be applied to higher evolutionary scales (eg, metazoa, eukaryotes ...), such an extension would require more robust protocols to evaluate and validate the quality of the alignments.

One critical question that had to be addressed during the design was the selection of pertinent evolutionary parameters. The human proteome barcodes incorporate various multilevel parameters from 17 vertebrate organisms, covering genomic context, primary sequence characteristics, sequence/domain conservation and phylogenetic distributions. However, both the species set and parameter set can be easily adapted to the goals of a specific study. The data mining technique used for the subsequent analysis of the barcodes may also influence the choice of parameters to include. For example, some methods may be sensitive to highly correlated parameters, and a correspondence analysis (CA) may be necessary to select a subset of parameters with low dependency.

The combination of heterogeneous parameters is able to highlight more original and complex evolutionary trends, which could not be detected based on a single parameter such as sequence conservation or orthology. We have demonstrated this in two large scale analyses: chromosome mapping and clustering. However, the EvoluCode formalism opens the way to the application of a wide range of standard data mining or machine learning techniques that have not been possible in evolutionary studies. To illustrate the potential of EvoluCode barcodes in systems biology studies, we described the analysis of a small metabolic pathway. This proof of concept provides the basis for future studies. The automation of such analyses at the scale of all pathways in an organism should provide valuable information for pathway evolution analysis. In particular, the ability to calculate distances between barcodes will allow us to estimate parameters such as pathway "evolutionary rates" and to highlight rapidly evolving sub-pathways.

Future developments will include on the study of other distance metrics, in addition to the Euclidean distance used here. In particular, we will use the Pearson correlation coefficient to estimate the linear dependency between the barcode parameters. This would lead to a barcode clustering based on relative changes in the parameter values, rather than their scale. We will also apply more rigorous mathematical theories to identify outlying parameter values, as well as shifts or breakpoints in the barcode behavior. For example, a formal description of the different blocks in the barcode corresponding to POGZ_HUMAN ([Fig. 2](#f2-ebo-8-2012-061){ref-type="fig"}) could be a first step towards automatically detecting genetic events. Similarly, the stochastic or heterogeneous nature of a given barcode could be estimated based on the frequency of parameter state changes in the different phyla. This could lead to the development of quantitative indicators of the rate of evolution for a particular gene, facilitating the automatic identification of "original" evolutionary scenarios and signatures of adaptation or innovation. The analysis of the proteome is thus expected to shed more light on the fundamental aspects of the evolutionary processes and the factors that shape contemporary vertebrate genomes.

In the longer term, the methodologies developed here should facilitate, not only the analysis of proteomes from other species, but also the efficient exploitation of evolutionary information in functional genomics (notably, in interactomics and transcriptomics comparisons or in high throughput promoter studies) and large scale systems biology projects.

Supplementary Tables
====================

###### 

Data collected from Ensembl release 51 (Nov 2008).

  Ensembl identifier   Common name   Scientific name           Number of genes   Number of transcripts
  -------------------- ------------- ------------------------- ----------------- -----------------------
  ENSP                 Human         Homo sapiens              21971             60953
  ENSPPY               Orangutan     Pongo pygmaeus            20068             29256
  ENSMMU               Macaque       Macaca mulatta            21905             42370
  ENSMUS               Mouse         Mus musculus              23873             43630
  ENSRNO               Rat           Rattus norvegicus         22503             37672
  ENSCPO               Guinea pig    Cavia porcellus           18673             24334
  ENSCAF               Dog           Canis familiaris          19305             29804
  ENSBTA               Cow           Bos taurus                21036             29517
  ENSECA               Horse         Equus caballus            20322             28128
  ENSMOD               Opossum       Monodelphis domestica     19471             34132
  ENSOAN               Platypus      Ornithorynchus anatinus   17951             29227
  ENSGAL               Chicken       Gallus gallus             16736             22945
  ENSXET               Xenopus       Xenopus tropicalis        18023             28619
  ENSORL               Medaka        Oryzias latipes           19686             25174
  ENSDAR               Zebrafish     Danio rerio               21322             35967
  ENSGAC               Stickleback   Gasterosteus aculeatus    20787             29096
  ENSTNI               Tetraodon     Tetraodon nigroviridis    19602             23909
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![Schematic view of the methodology used to produce the barcodes representing the evolutionary histories of the human proteome. Three main steps are shown. (**A**) Multiple evolutionary parameters are selected and described statistically. (**B**) The values of these parameters for different species are compiled in a 2D barcode. The statistical description of these parameters is used to define a colour code for the barcode. (**C**) For each barcode, a lower dimensional barcode (1D- barcode) is generated.](ebo-8-2012-061f1){#f1-ebo-8-2012-061}

![Four examples of 2D-barcodes (square cells) are shown. Rows represent evolutionary parameters and columns represent vertebrate species. A color gradient highlights parameters having respectively, values lower than what is generally observed (blue), generally observed values (green), values higher than what is generally observed (red). The 1D-barcode is shown on the left hand side (round cells). Each barcode is associated with one human protein: (**A**) the glucagon receptor (GLR_HUMAN), (**B**) the HERV-K_1q22 provirus ancestral Pol protein (POK12_HUMAN), (**C**) the developmental pluripotency-associated protein 3 (DPPA3_HUMAN), and (**D**) the Pogo transposable element with ZNF domain (POGZ_HUMAN).](ebo-8-2012-061f2){#f2-ebo-8-2012-061}

![The 1D-barcodes corresponding to the human type I keratin cluster.\
**Notes:** Each column represents one 1D-barcode of one protein. Several keratin subfamilies are delimited by white vertical lines. The boundaries of the keratin cluster are delimited by black arrows.](ebo-8-2012-061f3){#f3-ebo-8-2012-061}

![Percentage of clusters with a mean GO term enrichment *P*-value below a given threshold.\
**Note:** We calculated the mean *P*-value of all GO terms having a *P*-value \<0.05. 98% of the clusters have at least one enriched GO term and a mean *P*-value \<3.00E-2, indicating potential biological meaning for most clusters.](ebo-8-2012-061f4){#f4-ebo-8-2012-061}

![(**A**) MCA clustering of 2674 human membrane multi-pass proteins. (**B**) Representative barcodes for 3 clusters are shown to illustrate the major differences between the barcodes in each cluster.\
**Note:** Each dot represents one 1D-barcode.](ebo-8-2012-061f5){#f5-ebo-8-2012-061}

![(**A**) Neighbor-joining tree of barcodes corresponding to genes in the KEGG human methionine salvage sub-pathway (hsa00720). The root of the tree is indicated by a red circle. The most distant barcodes from the root are shown in red boxes. (**B**) KEGG sub-pathway map, highlighting the positions of the genes corresponding to the most distant barcodes.](ebo-8-2012-061f6){#f6-ebo-8-2012-061}

###### 

Some examples of barcode clusters with high GO enrichment. The most enriched terms for each cluster are shown with their corresponding *P*-value (10log(p)) and false discovery rate (FDR). The lower the *P*-value and FDR, the better is the enrichment.

  Cluster id   Representative sequence                                Go accession   Go terms                                   10log(p)     FDR
  ------------ ------------------------------------------------------ -------------- ------------------------------------------ ------------ -----
  46           NDUA7_HUMAN                                            GO:0022904     repiratory electron transport chain        −10.894378   0
  GO:0006796   phosphate metabolic process                            −5.162176      0.003                                                   
  15           OR2L5_HUMAN                                            GO:0007608     sensory perception of smell                −69.573133   0
  GO:0007606   sensory perception of chemical stimulus                −66.771345     0                                                       
  GO:0007186   G-protein coupled receptor protein signaling pathway   −55.368505     0                                                       
  95           D104A_HUMAN                                            GO:0042742     defense response to bacterium              −10.156822   0
  GO:0009607   response to biotic stimulus                            −5.232461      0                                                       
  GO:0006950   response to stress                                     −4.145167      0.018                                                   
  207          MYH3_HUMAN                                             GO:0030029     actin filament-based process               −8.190798    0
  GO:0007265   Ras protein signal transduction                        −3.375746      0.015                                                   
  GO:0014065   phosphoinsitide 3-kinase cascade                       −2.923239      0.031                                                   
  67           TF2H2_HUMAN                                            GO:0006414     translational elongation                   −14.67022    0
  GO:0042273   ribosomal large subunit biogenesis                     −5.260087      0                                                       
  GO:0016072   rRNA metablic process                                  −4.21555       0                                                       
  153          RL15_HUMAN                                             GO:0044260     cellular macromolecule metabolic process   −8.336618    0
  GO:0000398   nuclear mRNA splicing via spliceosome                  −6.719139      0                                                       
  GO:0006807   nitrogen compound metabolic process                    −5.889665      0                                                       
